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ABSTRACT
With the most advanced natural language processing and artifi-
cial intelligence approaches, effective summarization of long and
multi-topic documents—such as academic papers—for readers from
different domains still remains a challenge. To address this, we in-
troduce ConceptEVA, a mixed-initiative approach to generate, eval-
uate, and customize summaries for long and multi-topic documents.
ConceptEVA incorporates a custom multi-task longformer encoder
decoder to summarize longer documents. Interactive visualizations
of document concepts as a network reflecting both semantic related-
ness and co-occurrence help users focus on concepts of interest. The
user can select these concepts and automatically update the sum-
mary to emphasize them. We present two iterations of ConceptEVA
evaluated through an expert review and a within-subjects study.
We find that participants’ satisfaction with customized summaries
through ConceptEVA is higher than their own manually-generated
summary, while incorporating critique into the summaries proved
challenging. Based on our findings, we make recommendations for
designing summarization systems incorporating mixed-initiative
interactions.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Information visualization;
• Information systems→ Ontologies.
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Interactive Visual Analytics, Document Summarization, Knowl-
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1 INTRODUCTION
The notion of automated text summarization—compression of long
text passages into shorter text without losing essential information—
has been an open problem since over half a century ago [35]. The
main goals of automated text summarization are to present the
salient concepts of a given document in a compact way, and to
minimize repetition of the presented ideas or concepts [16]. Earlier
techniques fall under the umbrella of extractive summarization
where summaries are generated by extracting terms, phrases, or en-
tire sentences from the source text using statistical techniques [17].
With advances in machine learning and specifically sequence-to-
sequence languagemodels, abstractive summarization—an approach
that generates paraphrased text that still retains concepts from the
original text—has gained recent popularity as it mimics summaries
created by humans [51].

However, significant challenges in abstractive summarization re-
main, such as the summarization of long, complex, documents that
span multiple knowledge domains. While approaches have been
proposed for summarizing domain-specific text [33] and others for
summarizing long documents [60], the challenge remains that there
is no one “ideal” summary for such long and multi-domain doc-
uments. Automated summarization systems typically do not fare
well when the source document spans multiple topics regardless of
approach, i.e., extractive [18], abstractive, or hybrid [16].

Academic papers, especially those in the fields of design or
human-computer interaction (HCI) where research tends to be
cross-disciplinary, tend to fall under this category of long, multi-
topic documents. For instance, a research article might span the
fields of wearable technologies, privacy, and social justice. A sum-
mary of this article that is deemed useful by a researcher in wear-
able technology would be different from one deemed useful to a
researcher in security and privacy. Yet, both summaries may still
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Figure 1: The ConceptEVA Interface shows a multi-disciplinary research paper [43] and its auto-generated summary. The
interface can be separated into three main panels vertically. The panel on the left (1) shows a section-wise collapsed view of
the research paper, while the panel on the right (3) shows the generated summary in the summary editor. At the center is the
concept view (2), which displays the concepts extracted from the paper based on a reference ontology. The circles represent
concepts whose layouts are decided by their text embedding and co-occurrence relationship with other concepts. The links
indicate whether and how frequently the concepts they connect co-occur in the same sentence. A concept glyph comparing the
concept’s appearance distribution across the document and the summary is shown in (2e) upon user request. Users can also
adjust the concept layout in (2) according to their interests by changing (2a) the information encoded with circle size, (2b) the
text embedding projection algorithm, (2c) the percentage of concepts visible, or focusing on the concepts they are interested
in (2d). They can also interactively edit (3a), reorder (with drag and drop), or delete any sentences in (3). The user can select
concepts of interest for the summary generator, which then generates a new summary incorporating the selected concepts.

be perfectly valid summaries of the article. This subjectivity means
that purely automated, black-box approaches to summary gen-
eration will not work. Instead, a human-in-the-loop approach is
needed to allow the user to steer the automated summary generator
to interactively generate a summary that is relevant to the user’s
interests.

To address this challenge, we present ConceptEVA, a mixed-
initiative system for academic document readers and writers to
generate, evaluate, and customize automated summaries. We build
a multi-task Longformer Encoder Decoder (LED) [3] from a pre-
trained LED trained for scientific document summarization by fine-
tuning it on two downstream tasks—paraphrasing and semantic
sentence embedding—to handle long documents. This approach
uses the notion of attention mechanisms from transformers [57] at
local levels to reduce memory usage, and at global levels to preserve
information fidelity in longer documents.

In addition, ConceptEVA also supports summary customization
for the user by visualizing the concepts—in this scenario, topics
explicitly defined in an ontology or knowledge graphs—occurring

in the document. The concepts are identified using a multi-domain
ontology [2], and visualized as a force-directed layout of a graph
network using metrics such as concept relatedness and concept
co-occurrence in the document. We introduce a function that we
call “focus-on”, that allows the user to select concept(s) of interest
to surface and highlight other concepts related to the selected ones.
The user can identify concepts to focus on and use them to steer the
automated summarizer to generate a summary text in which the
concepts of interest feature prominently. The user can also further
edit the summary at the concept level by navigating the original
document and selecting text to emphasize using the concepts of
interest as a filter. They can also edit it at the sentence level by
selecting alternative paraphrasing and sentence ordering.

The design of ConceptEVA informed by an initial survey of
eight research practitioners, and refined through two stages of
development and evaluation:
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Iteration 1. A hierarchical summarization approach with a glyph-
based visualization of concepts embedded in a two-dimensional
projection, evaluated through an expert review of 3 participants;
Iteration 2. The final LED approach to summarization described
above with concepts visualized as a force-directed layout that
preserves both semantic relatedness and concept co-occurrence
within the document. This version is evaluated using a within-
subjects study of 12 participants using manually-generated sum-
maries as a baseline.
Findings from the user study indicate that ConceptEVA is seen

as helpful for participants in examining and verifying ideas, and
using specific concepts of interest to explore related concepts and
how they are addressed in the source document. ConceptEVA was
also reported as more useful when the participants evaluated and
customized a summary of a document that lay outside their domain
of interest, while it was seen as less useful when the participant
was knowledgeable about the domain or had a specific idea of what
the summary should include. Using ConceptEVA for summariza-
tion allowed participants to address content-specific aspects of the
summary, but inexeperienced participants found it more difficult to
incorporate critique such as limitations and implications into the
summary.

The chief contribution of this work is ConceptEVA, a mixed-
initiative system that integrates interactive visual analysis and
NLP techniques for evaluating and customizing long document
summaries. Specifically, we fine tune an LED trained for scientific
document summarization for paraphrasing and semantic sentence
embedding, identify and visualize concepts from a given academic
document using a reference ontology, and provide an interactive
visualization system to identify concepts of interest and use them
to customize the summary. We also present insights from a user
study on how well users are able to follow summarization guide-
lines when using ConceptEVA. Finally, we make recommendations
for future development and analysis of mixed-initiative summa-
rization systems such as maintaining the user’s mental map of the
original document by preserving its layout, allowing users to create
custom groupings of concepts that will help them add critique to
the summary, and minimizing interactive latency for a more fluid
interface.

2 RELATEDWORK
ConceptEVA introduces a human-in-the loop, mixed-initiative ap-
proach to evaluate and customize document summary generation.
In this section, we review prior work in the domains of summary
generation, summary evaluation, and text and document visualiza-
tion on which we build to create ConceptEVA.

2.1 Summary Evaluation
Summary evaluation techniques can be divided into two main cate-
gories: intrinsic [19] and extrinsic [41]. Intrinsic evaluationmethods
evaluate a summary based on how well its information matches
the information in a reference summary, which is typically human-
generated. Some examples of intrinsic evaluation of summariza-
tion include ROUGE [32] and BERTScore [63]. Bommasani and
Cardie [6] propose separate intrinsic scores for compression, topic
similarity, abstractivity, redundancy, and semantic coherence. In

contrast, extrinsic evaluation methods evaluate summaries based
on their suitability to specific tasks such as following instructions,
assessing topic relevance, or answering questions [13, 22, 41]. In ex-
trinsic approaches, humans subjects are asked to use different sum-
maries to perform a task and uses metrics for their performance—
such as completion time and success rate—to evaluate the sum-
maries.

Our work incorporates the principles behind extrinsic summary
evaluation methods. By effectively revealing and comparing the im-
portant concepts in a document and its summary, readers can gain
confidence in a qualified summary by confirming that it includes
all the interested concepts, or see which concepts are missing in a
“poor” summary.

2.2 Summary Generation and Customization
Advances in deep learning and AI has made the automatic gener-
ation of good-quality summaries for long document text possible,
featured by the success of Transformers [57] with its innovative
architecture and attention mechanism. Unsupervised pre-training
methods—Masked LM (MLM) and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP)—
proposed by Devlin et al. [12] for their Bidirectional Encoder Rep-
resentations from Transformers (BERT) enables modeling natural
language on a huge corpus, and then fine tuning the model on
downstream tasks like summarization. Inspired by BERT, other
researchers [29, 45, 46, 62] propose different pre-training meth-
ods and improve the quality of summarization. For instance, Li et
al. [30] propose a multi-task training framework for text summa-
rization that trains a binary classifier to identify sentence keywords
that guides summary generation by mixing encoded sentence and
keyword signal using dual attention and co-selective gates. Wu et
al. [60] use a top-down approach to recursively summarize long
articles like books. In our work, we use the Longformer Encoder
Decoder (LED) [3] for long scientific document summarization,
which turns a full attention mechanism—computing relationships
between every pair of words in the document—to a local attention
mechanism—computing relationships between a more “local win-
dow” of limited words that precede and succeed any given word.
This has two benefits: faster computation and lower memory us-
age, which makes it more capable of processing longer documents
without a significant drop in the summary quality.

For the summary customization task, most existing NLP tech-
niques utilizes memory to adjust the auto-regressive language
model’s output distribution such that the models can retrieve exter-
nal information given the input prompt. Nearest-Neighbour Lan-
guage Models [25] merge the retrieved information into the output
distribution and boost up the language model’s perplexity without
training. Borgeaud et al. [7] show that by incorporating a large-
scale explicit memory bank, a smaller language model can achieve
performance comparable to models like GPT-3 with 25 times more
parameters, and can update its memory bank without additional
training. Inspired by these methods, we apply Faiss [24] to retrieve
the k-nearest sentences for each sentence relevant to a chosen
concept, and we customize summaries given these sentences as
context.

Besides fully automated approaches, there are also semi-automatic
solutions that incorporate humans in the loop. Post-editing [28, 39]
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is a common semi-automatic approach for summarizing text, which
allows humans to edit AI-generated summaries to ensure accurate
and high-quality summarization. Compared to post-editing, Con-
ceptEVA’s approach better exploits human-AI collaboration and
iteratively improves the summary by leveraging such collabora-
tion. In contrast to post-editing which only allow human to edit
the summary at the end, ConceptEVAsupports users to iteratively
evaluate and refine the summary by inputting their intention on
what should be summarized to the AI models. In ConceptEVA’s
workflow, users can also edit the AI-generated summary. But in-
stead of direct manual editing, ConceptEVAleverages AI models to
provide aids, such as connections to the concepts, and suggestions
for paraphrasing.

2.3 Interactive Visual Analysis for Text Data
Our work involves designing interactive visualizations of word em-
bedding and thematic infographics to facilitate summary evaluation
and customization. Visualization of word embeddings [21, 34, 52]
has been used for supporting text data analysis, such as selecting
synonyms, relating concepts, and predicting contexts. In a different
way, thematic visualizations are useful for exploring document and
conversational texts. For instance, ConToVi [14] uses a dust-and-
magnet metaphor [53] to visualize the placement of conversational
turns (dust) in relation to a set of topics (magnets). NEREx [15]
provides a thematic visualization of multi-party conversations by
extracting and categorizing named entities from transcripts. The
conversation is then visualized as connected nodes in a network
diagram, allowing a visual, thematic exploration of the conversa-
tion. TalkTraces [9] uses a combination of topic modeling and word
embeddings to visualize a meeting’s conversation turns in real time
against a planned agenda and the topics discussed in prior meet-
ing(s). VizByWiki [31] automatically links contextually relevant
data visualizations retrieved from the internet to enrich new ar-
ticles. Kim et al. [26] introduced an interactive document reader
that automatically references to corresponding tables and/or table
cells. All these works exploited visualizations to provide contexts
or additional information for helping readers to better comprehend
text contents.

The application of concept-based clustering is not limited to text
analysis: Park et al. [44] cluster neurons in deep neural networks
based on the concepts they detect in images, and in addition cre-
ate a vector space that embeds neurons that detect co-occurring
concepts in close proximity to each other. Berger et al. [4] propose
cite2vec, a visual exploration of document collections using a vi-
sualization approach that groups documents based on the context
in which they are cited in other documents, creating a combined
document and word embedding. Closest to our own proposed work
is VitaLITy [42], an interactive system that aids academic literature
review by providing a mechanism for serendipitously discovering
literature related to a topic or article of interest. VitaLITy uses a
specialized transformer model [11] to aid academic literature rec-
ommendations that use additional data such as citations. These
recommendations are presented via a 2-D projection of the docu-
ment collection embeddings generated from the transformer model.
Our work also uses word embeddings to project a view of rele-
vant concepts onto a 2D space, but is different from VitaLITy in

the purpose: our focus is on interactively exploring the concept
focus of a generated summary as well as generating summaries that
emphasize concepts of interest within an academic publication.

In our work, we use visualization of word embeddings to pro-
vide overviews of all the important concepts in a document and
identify which concepts are missing in the summary for evaluation.
Thematic infographics is used in the visualization of word embed-
ding to show the details and occurrences of a concept in both the
document and summary for comparison.

3 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
In order to better understand the different requirements and mo-
tivations when summarizing an academic article, we conducted a
preliminary survey of 8 higher education professionals: one pro-
fessor, 4 associate professors, and 3 assistant professors (7 male,
1 female, all between 25–44 years of age). The survey covered
open-ended questions concerning how they motivated and guided
students’ paper summaries, how they evaluated such summaries,
and what they consider to be a good summary and why.

Based on the experts’ responses, we grouped their remarks
and suggestions under three categories: process, representing ap-
proaches they use or suggest students to follow in order to summa-
rize an academic document; content, representing what should be
included in the summary; requirements, representing attributes
that make for a “good” summary. Each remark or statement below
is suffixed with a count showing the number of experts who shared
the corresponding opinion.
• Process: Approaches to follow when summarizing.

– Prioritize referring to the abstract, conclusion, introduction,
and title (7 experts).

– Use the abstract & introduction as a “backbone” for the sum-
mary (1 expert).

– Familiarize oneself with background and context, then iden-
tify strengths & weaknesses (1 expert).

– Find parts of the paper relevant to one’s context or interest
and focus on them (1 expert).

• Content:What the summary should include.
– An Explanation of what the paper is about and what its con-
tributions are (5 experts).

– The major ideas of the proposed solution and its difference
from prior work (3 experts).

– The results generated by the solution, and how they address
the problem/research question (3 experts).

– The problem addressed by the paper and the research ques-
tions it answers (2 experts).

– An outline of existing approaches to address the research
question or problem, their advantages and limitations, and
the challenges (2 experts).

– The advantages/disadvantages of the solution and the strengths/
weaknesses of the paper (2 experts).

• Reqirements
– The summary should have an indication that the summarizer
has not simply paraphrased the paper but also thought about
and understood the underlying ideas (3 experts).

– The summary should show reflection on the ideas and discuss
implications for practice/research. (3 experts)
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– The summary should include a figure if possible (2 experts).
– The summary should have a clear structure & emphasis (2
experts)

– The summary should be specific and provide details, para-
phrasing where necessary and quoting from the paper where
necessary (1 expert).

While the above responses are relevant for manual summariza-
tion, we also examined existing approaches of evaluating automated
summarization techniques, such as fluency, saliency, novelty, and
coherence [54]. Saliency is an especially complex issue as saliency
of a given summary may vary across readers depending on each
reader’s background and research focus. Based on the responses
and on prior work on automated summarization, we synthesized
the following requirements that we prioritize for mixed-initiative
approaches that help the user evaluate and customize summaries
of scientific articles:
R1 Accuracy Evaluation: The technique should help the user

efficiently verify whether a summary accurately reflects the
content of the original document based on the criteria estab-
lished by the user (see R4: Flexibility below). This requirement
is synthesized from participant responses categorized under
“criteria” and “structure”.

R2 Provenance Evaluation: The technique should show direct
or indirect contributors to a summary to help the user verify
whether the summary reflects the structure and key compo-
nents of the original document. This includes the parts of the
original document—a research article in this case—that con-
tribute to the summary. It also includes external references (see
R3: Contextualizations) that influence parts of the summary.
This requirement is synthesized from responses under “topics”,
“structure”, and “strategies”.

R3 Contextualization: The technique should be able to provide
some context in which the work presented in the paper exits.
Such a context includes the contribution of the work, as well
as the significance of the work, its strengths, weaknesses and
so on. This can include information presented within the paper
itself but should not be restricted to it. This requirement is based
on the participant responses under “criteria”.

R4 Flexibility: The technique should be flexible enough to change
the summaries based on the priority of the user. For instance,
the summary may focus on the relevance of the paper to a
concept of interest to the user. Alternatively, the summary may
also be one that examines the paper’s contributions, approach,
and methods—or any combination thereof. The requirement is
based on participant responses under “topics” and “strategies’.

4 METHODOLOGY
In ConceptEVA, we support summary evaluation and customization
by empowering the exploratory visual analysis (EVA) with multiple
natural language processing (NLP) techniques. In this section, we
first introduce the data processing and visual analysis framework
of ConceptEVA, then describe the major NLP techniques backing
the functionalities.

4.1 Framework Overview
ConceptEVA leverages knowledge graphs, NLP, and EVA techniques
to facilitate summary evaluation and customization for academic
document readers. We bridge the original document and the sum-
mary with a concept view visualizing all of the concepts identified
from the document. As shown in Fig. 2, we start by extracting
concepts from an academic document according to a reference on-
tology, converting them into text embeddings and projecting them
onto a two-dimensional space (Sec. 4.1.1). After that, we present the
semantic and contextual information of the concepts in an interac-
tive visual interface that supports flexible concept exploration and
customized concept(s) prioritizing (Sec. 4.1.2). Finally, we provide
an interactive summary editor to facilitate dedicated refinement
of a new version of the summary we generated according to the
user-specified concepts of interest (Sec. 4.1.3). In this way, we help
the users evaluate the quality of an AI-generated summary and see
how well it addresses the readers’ focus of interest in the paper,
as well as support them customizing the summary to alter their
specific requirements if the automated one is not satisfied enough.

4.1.1 Concept Extraction and Projection. In order to effectively
extract the key concepts from a large body of texts, knowledge
graphs, such as DBpedia [2], Freebase [5], and Wikitology [47],
can be used to look up established concepts in specific domains.
We use DBpedia-Spotlight [37] to extract concepts and rank their
importance by term frequency. We then visually highlight concepts
to show which ones are included or missed in the AI-generated
or customized summary. To vectorize these concepts, ConceptEVA
leverages text embeddings to represent concepts, sentences, and
descriptions of the concepts as high-dimensional vectors. Two-
dimensional projections of these “concept vectors” are computed
using dimensionality reduction techniques, such as PCA[55], t-
SNE [56], or UMAP[36]. Semantically similar concepts are placed
closer together in the projections, while different concepts are
placed farther apart.

4.1.2 Exploratory Visual Analysis. To allow readers to explore and
reason about the concepts, ConceptEVA provides interactive visu-
alizations to help trace these concepts back to the source document
text as well as to the generated summary. A visual representation
(see Sec. 5 for details) is designed to show the importance of the con-
cepts and help the user compare their occurrences in the document
text and the summary. Readers can not only use ConceptEVA’s
interactive visual interface to explore and understand each concept,
but also select concepts that are relevant to their research inter-
ests. The selected concepts are used to recompute the importance
and relevance of each concept in the high-dimensional embedding
and recreate the projection, allowing the readers to “steer” the
exploration.

4.1.3 Summary Editing with Mixed-Initiative Interactions. While
generating a good summary that can satisfy the user’s needs and in-
terests cannot solely rely on NLP techniques, ConceptEVA provides
a set of mixed-initiative interactions for quickly customizing and
editing an AI-generated summary. From the user interface, users
can easily select which concepts in the document are important or
match their interests. If the generated summary did not provide
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Concept Extraction and Projection Exploratory Visual Analysis Summary Editing with Mixed-Initiative Interactions

Iteration 2

Iteration 1

Concept View
Human User
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2D Projection
Document Human-in-the-

Loop Summary
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Figure 2: The framework of ConceptEVA. The core idea is to bridge the document and the summary with a concept view. In
iteration 1, the concept view shows an embedding-based layout that allows users to select concepts to include in the machine-
generated customized summary (red boxes & arrows). In iteration 2, the concept view also includes the co-occurrence infor-
mation in a force-directed layout, and a summary editor withmixed-initiative interactions is added (green boxes & arrows). In
both iterations, the user can repeat the human-in-the-loop summary customization for multiple rounds till they are satisfied
with the result.

enough context or description of these concepts, the user can indi-
cate where in the summary that they want to add a sentence about
a particular concept, then ConceptEVA will immediately generate
a list of sentences that describe that concept for the user to choose.
In addition, ConceptEVA allows users to paraphrase any of the
sentences based on its NLP models.

4.2 Natural Language Processing: Multi-Task
Longformer Encoder Decoder

As shown in Fig. 2, ConceptEVA uses several NLP techniques at
various stages of summary generation and customization. At the
center of these techniques is a multi-task Longformer Encoder
Decoder (LED) [3] that we develop for iteration 2. We describe in
this section the motivation to use LED and its functions at specific
stages in summary generation and customization.

In the first iteration of ConceptEVA, we developed a a hierarchi-
cal summarization method with BERT Extractive Summarizer [38]
and a Pegasus abstractive summarizer [62] for summary generation
and customization of long documents (please refer to supplemen-
tary materials for more details). However, this approach could easily
incur high interaction latency caused by sentence clustering and it-
erative summarization of long documents. To alleviate these issues,
we develop for the second iteration a multi-task Longformer En-
coder Decoder (LED) [3], capable of processing longer documents.
In addition, we take advantage of weight sharing, i.e., every task
shares weights on the common parts of the network’s memory,
thus optimizing the time and space efficiency of ConceptEVA and
speeding up the system’s responses to human input.

Our multi-task LED is employed in ConceptEVA for four func-
tionalities: scientific document summarization, paraphrasing, se-
mantic text encoding, and summary customization (see Fig. 3). We
describe these functionalities below.

Scientific Document Summarization: The LED model was
trained on the ArXiv dataset of scientific papers [10]. Due to its local
self-attention mechanism, the memory complexity of LED grows
linearly, making it capable of handling up to 16384 tokens, which is
typically long enough for handling academic papers. These factors
render the LED suitable for generating summaries of academic
papers. These automatically-generated summaries (see item ‘10’ in
Fig. 2) act as a starting point for users to evaluate and customize
upon according to their interests.

Text Paraphrasing: One of the functions in ConceptEVA’s
mixed-initiative interactions is the ability to paraphrase text, or
specifically, generate alternative summaries for a selected sentence.
To achieve this capability, we fine tune the pre-trained model on
relatively small datasets with small learning rates. We “freeze all
the layers” of the model, i.e., we keep all model weights the same
during training except for the last two decoder layers. The decoder
takes a sequence of tokens as the input and generates the next token
based on its weights. We train these two decoder layers on a dataset
that contains 147,883 sentence pairs, with each pair containing two
alternative paraphrases of one sentence (Fig. 3b). We build this
dataset by merging three other datasets: PAWS [65], MRPC from
GLUE [58], and TaPaCo [50]. Once fine-tuned, this model is capable
of taking as input one sentence and providing a paraphrased sen-
tence as an output. In item ‘11’ in Fig. 2, this model is accessed via
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Figure 3: ConceptEVA uses a multi-task LEDmodel [3] to help generate, evaluate, and customize summaries. Specifically, LED
performs four functions, shown above as subfigures a–d with detailed explanations in Sec. 4.2. The text below each subfigure
indicates the corresponding function in Fig. 2 for which the model is used. In each subfigure, the blue rounded boxes repre-
sent the weights from the LED trained for summarizing scientific papers and shared across all tasks. The yellow, purple, and
green rounded boxes represent fine-tuned layers for downstream tasks. The functions are: (a) Scientific document summariza-
tion: The LED’s training data, local self-attention mechanism, and high memory complexity make it suitable to summarize
academic papers. (b) Sentence paraphrasing: We fine tune the last two decoder layers (shown in yellow) with a set of “para-
phrasing datasets”—datasets that containmultiple paraphrases of a given set of sentences. This helps in generating alternative
sentences for a given sentence when editing a summary. (c) Text embedding: To generate the concept layout (see Fig. 1-2) and
fetch relavant context for summary customization, we compute text embeddings—vector representations of concepts or sen-
tences in a high-dimensional space. This is done by adding a mean pooling layer (green) and a projection head (purple) to the
encoder and fine-tuning it (see Sec. 4.2 for details). (d) Summary customization. Pre-computed embeddings of every sentence
in the source document are queried using vector representations—retrieved from the text embedding shown in (c)—of user-
selected concepts. Nearest sentences are appended to provide ‘context’ for the selected concepts, and then summarised. The
resulting summarized sentences are appended to the existing summary (see details in Sec. 4.2).

the summary editor when the user opts for automated paraphrasing
of a selected sentence.

Text Embedding: To generate the concept layout (see Fig. 1-
2) and fetch relevant context for summary customization, text
embeddings—representing the relationships between concepts or
sentences in a high-dimensional space—need to be computed. To
compute sentence embeddings, we follow the siamese network
architecture from SentenceBERT [49], an approach to generate
sentence embeddings, i.e., vector representations of sentences that
preserve semantic relationships. We add a ‘mean pooling layer’—a
function that averages the embeddings of input tokens—and a ‘pro-
jection head’—a function that computes a high-dimensional space
that captures semantic similarities between all sentences—on the
LED’s encoder (Fig. 3c). We then fine-tune the encoder for learn-
ing meaningful sentence embeddings by freezing all layers of the
encoder and only training on the projection head. For the training
data, we once again follow SentenceBERT: we combine the SNLI
[8] and MultiNLI [59] datasets, and format each data sample as a
triplet of an ‘anchor sentence’, a ‘positive sentence’, and a ‘negative
sentence’. The training involves fine-tuning the embedding such
that in each triplet, the positive sentence ends up closer to the
anchor sentence than the negative sentence. We also follow data
augmentation approaches (detailed in the supplementary materials)

inspired by those followed in SentenceBERT [49]. The resulting
model is used in two main functions of ConceptEVA: generation
of the “concept view” (see Fig. 2), the “focus-on” function (detailed
in Sec. 5.2), and subsequent summary customization (see items ‘7’
and ‘8’ in Fig. 2).

Summary Customization: ConceptEVA customizes a gener-
ated summary by updating it to include concepts of interest selected
by the user. To achieve this, we pre-compute embeddings for every
sentence in the source document. When a user selects a concept
or concepts of interest, we retrieve corresponding text embeddings
using the model described in the previous paragraph. We then use
these embeddings as ‘queries’ to search for sentences in the pre-
computed embeddings that are closest to the query vectors (see
Fig. 3). We apply Faiss [24]—a similarity search library of dense
vectors in large scale—to implement this approach. The nearest sen-
tences are concatenated in the order of their appearance in the orig-
inal document and included in the input to the summarizer as ‘con-
text’ for the selected concepts. The resulting, newly-summarized
sentences are then appended into the previously-generated sum-
mary. In this form of summary customization, new concepts add to
the existing summary but do not result in the erasure of parts of
the existing summmary. The summary editor provides the option
for the user to manually delete the sentences.
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5 INTERFACE DESIGN
The ConceptEVA interface (Fig. 1) consists of three main panels: a
document view on the left (with green header & accents) that col-
lapses into a section-wise overview, a summary view (blue header
& accents) on the right displaying the generated summary and
associated metadata, and a central concept view (orange header
& accents) showing the relative dominance and associations be-
tween the concepts found in the document. Additional controls for
visualizing and filtering the concepts are also provided on top of
the concept view. The interface design has gone through two itera-
tions of development, incorporating feedback and insights from the
expert review (Sec. 6). We detail the visualization and interaction
design choices of the final version of the system and the underlying
rationale in this section.

5.1 Concept View: Document-Summary
Relations

In the concept view, we provide an overview of the document-
summary relation from the perspective of concepts. We represent
each of the concepts occurring in the documents as a node—a
“concept circle”—the size of which shows the dominance of the
concept in the source document. User-specificmetrics of dominance,
such as “frequency” and “tf-idf” are available for the user to choose.

To convey information about the structure of the document and
of the summary (R2), we incorporate the user’s orientation to the
interface—the document on the left and summary on the right—into
the concept view to represent concepts that are present in the docu-
ment and concepts present in both the document and the summary.
We design the concept glyph—a pair of histograms representing
the distribution of the concept across the source document and
the summary respectively (see Fig. 4). The histograms are oriented
vertically and share a common axis. This way, the histogram on
the left indicates the source document and the curved line on the
right (histogram smoothed with a kernel density estimation) repre-
sents the summary. The number of bins on the histogram on the
left matches the number of sections in the source document, while
the right one maps to the number of sentences in the summary.
For instance, the concept “prototype” is missing in the summary
shown in Fig. 1 because the right half of the glyph is missing. To
further reinforce this connection between the histogram and the
document view, we create an echo of the histogram overlaid on top
of the section headers (Fig. 4-a). This allows the user to identify the
sections of the document in which the concept is most dominant,
and examine those sections closely if needed.

When determining the two-dimensional(2D) layout of these con-
cepts on the concept view and the amount of information to reveal
for each of them, we started with an embedding-based layout in
iteration 1 where the concept glyph of every concept were displayed
and distributed according to the text embedding (Fig. 5-a, see sup-
plementary materials for details.) While this layout was designed to
help the user efficiently compare the occurrence of concepts in the
original document against those in the summary, the expert review
results (Sec. 6) indicated that showing such a comparison for all the
concepts in one visualization was too overwhelming to the users.
To reduce such perception load, we shifted to a more intuitive visu-
alization design in iteration 2 where the visual representation of the

Left half:
normalized 
distribution across 
source domain

Right half:
normalized 

distribution across 
the summary

Border:
Concept Selection
(Only in Iteration 1)

(a) Document Sections                        (b) Concept Glyph (c) Summary

Figure 4: The concept glyph extends the concept circle to
support the in-place comparison of concept distribution be-
tween the document and the summary. This glyph is shown
for all dominant concepts in iteration 1 and in a floating
tooltip upon request in iteration 2.

concepts were simplified to solid circles (Fig. 5-b) in a force-directed
layout. The coordinates of these circles are initialized by a 2D pro-
jection of the concepts’ semantic word embedding and adjusted by
links representing the co-occurrence relationship of two concepts
in the same sentence per experts’ request for more co-occurrence
information support. In this way, we created a context-augmented
layout with the coordinates of each concept influenced by both
its semantic meaning and its co-occurrence relationship with the
other concepts in the specific academic document (R3). For instance,
Fig. 1-2 shows that the concepts “organ” and “prototype” are seman-
tically remote but co-occur frequently in [43], while aligns with the
fact of this document. Our context-augmented layout could capture
such document-specific concept co-locations and adapt the initial
text embedding in concept view to reflect the document context. To
efficiently support the user to evaluate the summary quality from
the perspective of concept appearance, we move the concept glyph
with detailed document-summary information for each concept to
a tooltip which can be triggered by hovering in iteration 2. This
provides an effective overview and detail-on-demand exploration
of the concepts in a document using interactive visual analysis.

5.2 Summary Evaluation
To facilitate the users to get an intuition about concepts from the
document that are included in the summary compared the the con-
cepts excluded from the summary (R1), we designed the concept
glyphs (Fig. 1-2e) as described in Sec.5.1. Users can quickly filter
out all but the “important” concepts, and then compare their dis-
tribution and context in the document and in the summary using
the concept glyphs and the linked view to the document on the
left (R3). To cater to user-specific analysis requirements (R4), we
allow users to (1) choose the criteria (frequency or tf-idf) by which
concepts should be considered “important” (Figure 1-2a), (2) choose
the dimensionality reduction method (PCA, tSNE, or UMAP) to
project the concepts (Figure 1-2b and 3), and filter them to only show
the top K percent of concepts based on ConceptEVA’s importance
metric (Figure 1-2c).

Inspired by the experts’ attempt to locate concepts with the
“focus-on” function and their significant interest in it, we enhanced
the “focus-on” function in iteration 2 to allow the user to switch
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Concept View in Iteration 2
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Figure 5: A comparison of the embedding-based layout in iteration 1 and the context-augmented latyout in iteration 2 for the
concept view. All three figures show 80% of the concepts from the paper [40]. The circle size represents frequency (The size
scale and ontology query parameters are slightly different between iteration 1 and 2). The "focus-on" layout in (c) focuses on
the concept “algorithm”.

perspectives and evaluate how well the current version of the sum-
mary addresses their specific areas of interest (Figure 5-c). When
the user triggers the “focus-on” function, they will be able to select
from full list of the concepts sorted by their appearance frequency
in the original document (Figure 1-2d). Users can select one or
multiple concepts based on their research interests and trigger a
corresponding update of the concept view layout. The concept they
choose to focus on will “float to the top” of the concept view, i.e.,
move to the top of the view, and the rest of the concept will “sink”
to the bottom, with semantically or contextual-wise more relevant
concepts pulled higher towards the top and less relevant concepts
pushed lower towards the bottom. Meanwhile, the horizontal layout
remains to reflect the concepts semantic and contextual distance
determined by the user-chosen projection method. For instance, the
layout in Fig. 5-c was focused on the concept “algorithm”. We can
see the related concepts including “methodologies”, “validation”,
and “systems” are also pulled upwards. Meanwhile, the layout of
the remaining concepts Fig. 5-b is locally maintained, continuing
to reflect their semantic and contextual closeness in the document.
This will further facilitate the concept selection and inform the
customization task described in Sec. 5.3.

5.3 Summary Customization
Reflecting on the requirements we collect for a “good” summary
(Sec 3), we approach summary customization in two ways: at a
concept level, we see summary customization as determining what
concepts are included when generating the summary, while at a
structural level, we see it as inserting, reordering, and rewriting
content. Users can achieve the concept-level summarization by
selecting a group of concepts from the concept view to prioritize
for the next version of the summary. Based on user selection, the
summarizer extracts relevant sentences from the document as de-
scribed in Sec. 4.2 and inputs them to the summarization pipeline
for a customized summary that better addresses the concepts of
interest.

The AI-generated summarization approach focuses more on the
content than the flow of the summary, and was seen in the expert

review as compromising the logical and narrative connection from
one sentence to the next (see Sec. 6 for details). To address these
concerns about the summary quality, we extended the interactions
supported in ConceptEVA with an interactive summary editor to
facilitate better human-AI collaboration in iteration 2. With the
AI-generated summary as a starting point, the summary editor (Fig-
ure 1-3) helps users iteratively customize or extend the summary
(R1 & R2) by: (1) choosing from a list of candidate sentences for
all user-selected concepts categorized by concept name, and insert-
ing them into the summary, (2) updating a particular sentence in
the summary with automatically paraphrased sentences generated
with the paraphrasing model in Sec. 4.2 (Figure 1-3a), and (3) inter-
actively editing, reordering, or deleting any sentences. In this way,
a human-in-the-loop summary will be generated as the final output
of the summary customization process in which user knowledge
and judgments are effectively cooperated with the NLP techniques
described in Section 4.2.

6 EXPERT REVIEW OF ITERATION 1
Iteration 1 of ConceptEVA was evaluated through expert review
with three participants (2 male, 1 female). Given our prototype
was backed with a NLP model more suited for scientific document
analysis, we invited three experts with Ph.D. degrees in computer
science with InfoVis as their research focus. Participant details
are listed below, with years of experience in reading/reviewing
academic papers included in parentheses.

E1: software engineer (5–10 years).
E2: senior applied scientist and former academic (10–20 years).
E3: data scientist (5 to 10 years).

The review was conducted online via a video conference setting.
Participants were first introduced to ConceptEVA’s functions and
features and given trial tasks with a test dataset to familiarize them
with the interface.

Participants then used ConceptEVA to finish two open-ended
tasks while following a concurrent think-aloud protocol: (1) verify
the auto-generated summary for a given document, and (2) generate
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a customized summary according to a set of requirements provided
to them. Since the participants were experienced researchers in
infovis, we also collected their feedback and recommendations on
the system as suggestions to incorporate into iteration 2. Iteration
1 was received positively in general, especially idea of evaluating a
document summary by examining the concepts (E1, E2, E3), context
and support views to compare the document and the summary (E2,
E3), but the quality of the generated summary was not considered
sufficient (E1, E2, E3). Specific feedback is listed as follows:
• Concept Extraction & Separation: Concept identification
through fuzzy matching between document terms and the ref-
erence ontology sometimes produced results that the experts
(E1, E2, E3) found confusing. Iteration 1’s implementation of the
“focus-on” interaction was also not deemed helpful likely due to
the issues concerning the fuzzy matching (E1, E2, E3), though all
experts expressed considerable interest and pointed out poten-
tial ways for improvement. E1 and E2 also expressed that they
expected a better-functioned “focus-on” tool with more intuitive
interaction. E3 also suggested providing concept searching func-
tions, showing the frequency of the concepts, and sorting the
searching list accordingly.

• Information support: The visual representation of the concepts
and the way they supported the comparison of the summary
against the document was deemed helpful (E2, E3). Showing co-
occurrence information of concepts was recommended (E1, E2,
E3).

• Summary quality and presentation: An initial paragraph-like
summary shown to E1 & E2 was deemed to not have a logical
flow, while a bullet-point format change with E3 was received
well. However, E3 was uncertain on how well they could “trust”
the summary if it were of an unfamiliar paper, and recommended
showing additional information to increase the user’s confidence
in the summary.

7 USER STUDY OF ITERATION 2
Lessons learned from the expert review helped focus the redesign
of ConceptEVA and focus its evaluation through tasks that reflect
how a researcher may approach summarizing an academic paper.
Specifically, we decided to focus our study on whether and how a
participant is able to generate a summary of a paper withwhich they
are familiar using ConceptEVA such that the summary is relevant
to their research interests.

While comparing the use of ConceptEVA with an existing sum-
marization tool would be ideal, to our knowledge there is no ex-
isting summarization tool designed for research documents. We
thus chose human-generated summaries by each participant as the
baseline for that participant. While this means there is no “standard”
baseline across all participants, this approach gives us better eco-
logical validity as each participant would generate a summary that
is relevant to their own interests and research contexts. Therefore,
the current baseline for researchers would be to generate a sum-
mary by themselves—unaided by other tools. This would serve two
purposes. Firstly, by generating their own summary manually, they
gain familiarity with the document and are able to use ConceptEVA
as a tool to refresh their memory, navigate the concepts relevant to
the document, and be able to compare the summary they generate

using ConceptEVA against their ownmanually-generated summary.
Secondly, the process serves to emphasize our idea that ConceptEVA
is not intended as a replacement for reading the document; it is
intended to augment the way the document is explored.

This necessitated a study with a within-subjects component
where each participant first generated a summary manually before
attempting the same task on ConceptEVA. For the same reason,
there was no counterbalancing: asking all participants to perform
the manual summarization task first allowed us to ensure they were
familiar with the document before they used ConceptEVA. It also
allowed participants to critically examine the extent to which they
could create a summary that was relevant to their own interest
in the document. We used two test papers [43, 64], one for six
participants in this study.

7.1 Participants
We recruited 12 participants (4 female, 8 male, aged 25–44 years),
comprising 10 Ph.D. students, 1 university faculty, and 1 research
engineer from a technology company. Seven participants reported
they had been actively reading academic papers for 5-10 years, and
the remaining five reported less than 5 years. And 10 participants
reported they had written a summary/abstract/short description
for an academic paper more than 10 times before the study, and
the remaining two did it for 3-10 times. Two of the 12 participants
reported themselves as native English speakers.

7.2 Experimental Setup
We conducted the study remotely considering the varied geograph-
ical locations of the participants and a safety measures surrounding
the uncertain conditions of COVID-19. Instructions for the offline
study task T1 were shared with participants no less than 12 hours
before the online study session began. For the online study session,
the participants were asked to access ConceptEVAfrom a remote
server and participate in the study with their own machine and
external devices. Six participants used the Chrome browser with
the Windows operating system, four used Chrome with MacOS,
and the remaining two used the Safari browser with MacOS for
the tasks. The setup, tasks, and durations were decided based on a
pilot study with three participants: one native and two non-native
English speakers.

We asked the participants to follow the “think aloud” protocol
and audio- and video-recorded them during the task. Each partici-
pant received a $10 Amazon gift card as a compensation for their
participation.

7.3 Summarization Guidelines
Based on findings from our survey of research practitioners ex-
plained in Sec. 3, we constructed a set of guidelines for partici-
pants to follow when generating a summary manually or using
ConceptEVA. The guidelines were presented in the form of the
following list of questions that participants could try and answer
in their summary.
G1 Content.What is the paper about? What are the contributions?
G2 Approach. If the paper addresses a problem, how does it do it?
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G3 Comparison. If the paper addresses a problem, how does its
approach compare to existing approaches to address the same
problem?

G4 Insights.What insights does the paper offer from its analysis
or evaluation of the approach?

G5 Critique. What are the strengths and weaknesses of the ap-
proach?

G6 Implications.What are the implications of the work to your
own interests and/or research?
We made it clear to participants that they were free to choose

some, all, or even none of the guidelines below when generating
the summary. In the procedure below, we would ask the partici-
pants which of the guidelines they followed for each summarization
process: manual and using ConceptEVA.

7.4 Procedure
Each participant was provided with a research paper a few days in
advance of the scheduled session with the study moderator, along
with the guidelines listed in Sec.7.3. Each participant was then
assigned the following tasks:
T1: Manual summarization.
– We asked participants to read the paper and manually gener-
ate a summary between a minimum of 100 and a maximum of
150 words reflecting what they found interesting in the paper.
This summary was to be sent to the moderator in advance of
their scheduled session. This represents the baseline for each
participant, indicating the summary they would generate with-
out ConceptEVA. It also ensures that participants read the paper
before the start of the study.

– After their summary was received, participants were also asked
to fill in a survey relating to their background and demographics.
They were also asked to respond on a 7-point Likert scale (one
for each guideline in Sec. 7.3) the extent to which they followed
the guideline.

– Participants were also asked to report on their experience of the
summarization task on the NASA TLX scale [20].

T2: Automated summarization.
– Participants were shown the automated summary generated
without human intervention and asked to read through it.

T3: Human-in-the-loop summarization.
– Participants were introduced to the ConceptEVA interface and
allowed to explore it throughmini-tasks that reflected the process
they would follow in their main task. This training/exploration
session used a paper different from the one used for their tasks.

– Participants were then instructed to generate a summary of the
same paper as in T1, following the same prompts and guidelines,
but this time using ConceptEVA to explore and focus on concepts
of interest and choosing relevant concepts to steer the summary
generated. Throughout this exploration participants were in-
structed to follow a concurrent think-aloud protocol where they
verbalized their thinking during their exploration.

– At the end of this process, they responded to a 7-point Likert
scale (same as in T1) showing the extent to which they followed
each guideline from Sec. 7.3.

– Participants reported on their experience of the summarization
task on the NASA TLX scale.

T4: Rating all summaries.
– Participants finally rated on a 7-point Likert scale their satisfac-
tion with (a) their manually-generated summary from T1, (b)
ConceptEVA’s automated summary with no human intervention
from T2, and (c) the summary they generated in T3 using Con-
ceptEVA by focusing on concepts of interest. They were allowed
to re-read all three summaries before reporting on their satisfac-
tion. The reason behind choosing “satisfaction” as a metric and
for having participants rating their own summaries as opposed
to others’ summaries are related. Recall that the reason behind
proposing ConceptEVA was that different readers of the same re-
search article may emphasize different aspects when generating
a summary of the paper. A participant with their own concepts
of interest in a given paper would have takeaways that are in-
fluenced by these interests, which would in turn be reflected in
their summary of the paper. We deemed that it would be less
insightful for them to evaluate a summary generated by a differ-
ent participant with different interests and takeaways. Instead,
having the participant examine the summaries they have them-
selves created through three approaches could potentially reveal
more insights into howwell the human-in-the-loop approach has
worked, as each participant can examine all summaries through
the lens of their interest in the paper. For the same reason, “satis-
faction” as a measure along with participant responses explaining
the reasoning behind the rating allows us a way to understand
what aspects of human-in-the-loop summarization are valuable
for participants, albeit at the expense of specific insights more
objective measures may provide.
The study did not focus on speed or quality of task performance,

but on participants’ own satisfaction with their experience and
outcome. Thus task times were not restricted, and we did not track
the time participants spent on Task 1, only their self-reported expe-
rience in writing the summary as described above. Participants in
general spent between 60 and 90 minutes on tasks T2–T4.

8 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

8.1 Summary Satisfaction
Asmentioned in Sec. 7, we used each participant’smanually-generated
summary (T1) as a unique baseline for that participant. Ten of the
12 participants rated the automated summary (task T2) lower than
the baseline, 8 out of 12 participants rated the summary gener-
ated using ConceptEVA’s human-in-the-loop approach (task T3)
higher than the baseline (Fig. 6). Recall that two papers were used
in the study—6 participants summarized ConceptScope [64] and 6
summarized BodyVis [43]. Fig. 6 also includes a pointplot showing
average ratings split across both papers. While the small participant
pool makes it difficult to state with sufficient confidence whether
participant satisfaction with the human-in-the-loop summarization
using ConceptEVA is equivalent to their satisfaction with their own
manually-generated summary, Fig. 6 suggests such an equivalence.
In addition, a chi-squared test of independence showed a signifi-
cant association between summarization approach and summary
satisfaction rating, 𝜒2 (8) = 23.5, 𝑝 < 0.01. On the other hand,
a chi-squared test of independence showed no significant associ-
ation between the paper used and summary satisfaction rating,
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Figure 6: Distribution of participant responses on a 7-point Likert scale showing their level of satisfaction with the summaries
from the automated approach in task T2, manual approach from task T1, and the human-in-the-loop approach in task T3
created with ConceptEVA. The three charts on the left show the distribution as response counts for each summarization
approach. The right chart shows average values for each approach for the two papers used in the study, ConceptScope [64]
and BodyVis [43], with error bars indicating 95% confidence intervals.

𝜒2 (4) = 0.87, 𝑝 = 0.93. This indicates that the differences seen in
Fig. 6 are more likely to be due to the summarization approach
rather than the paper used in the task.

Participants who gave a higher rating for the human-in-the-loop
approach reported being able to locate and focus on concepts more
efficiently (P4, P6, P9), and on the content of the summary itself
(P7). P7 observed that “the contribution of this paper, was also well
described in the (human-in-the-loop generated) summary.” Partici-
pants who preferred the manual version of their summary to the
human-in-the loop approach (P1, P3, P11) explained that they had
their own idea of a summary that they wanted the generated ver-
sion to reflect. For instance, P11 wanted the summary to focus on
the paper methodology, and deleted all sentences from the auto-
mated summary, directing the system to pull new sentences from
the paper focusing on “visualization”, “concept”, and “ontology”.
They proceeded to edit these new sentences based on their recall
of the document and even manually wrote some text from scratch.
These participants also reported a lower level of trust in the AI
component of ConceptEVA through the study.

Participants’ level of trust in the generated summary also ap-
peared to be influenced by their confidence in their knowledge of
the domains addressed in the paper. For instance, BodyVis [43],
one of the papers used in the study, covers domains like participa-
tory design, physiological sensing, and tangible learning, which
the participants were relatively unfamiliar with. Their response
to the summary generated by ConceptEVA was more positive. P4
reflected that “in terms of ... describing the (BodyVis) system, maybe
the one generated by ConceptEVA is kind of better... In the manually
generated summary, although I put my focus there, I didn’t do a good
job like mentioning it. I don’t think if I mentioned it.” P10 noted the
automated summary addressed some of their own omissions: “In
my manual summary. I actually skipped some details, like I didn’t
really mention ... the feedback from children and the teachers (about
BodyVis).” In contrast, for a topic they were knowledgeable in, par-
ticipants seemed to prefer their own interpretations and emphases,

as P1 states: “For the papers, if I already know that area, I have a
certain expectation of what I need to look at. Then I would still prefer
to write the summary by myself.”

In terms of the process, all participants reported being able to
follow guidelines G1 (content) and G2 (approach) i.e., they rated
themselves above 4 on a 7-point Likert scale. Six out of 12 partici-
pants reported being able to follow G4 (insights) and G6 (implica-
tions) as shown in Fig. 7. Participant ratings on being able to follow
G3 (comparison) and G5 (critique) were skewed heavily toward the
lower end of the scale. Participants P4 and P8 found it the most
difficult to address these two guidelines, and they had a common
approach: they attempted to find concepts related to “limitations”
or “cons” to see the weaknesses reported in the paper itself and
found this approach difficult to critique the paper and compare it
with existing work. A low chance of success is expected with this
approach as it is difficult to critique a paper by only examining
the paper without a general sense of the related work. A summary
that features such critique is difficult to automate as it would need
knowledge as well as critical thinking about related work.

8.2 Summarization Experience
When responding to the NASATLX scale (see Fig. 7) and rating their
summarization experience, participants described the experience of
using ConceptEVA as “helpful”(P1, P3, P7, P9, P11), “useful”(P1, P4,
P6, P8, P9), “amusing” (P5) and “enjoyable” (P5). Eight participants
reported that the concept view provided useful information such as
the importance, appearance frequency, and co-occurrences of con-
cepts. P4 and P6 also reported finding the focus-on function helpful
to explore relationships with less dominant concepts. “sometimes a
concept is kind of minor...sheltered by those big circles...but by lifting
it up you can see all the relation to other concepts. you can also like,
and identify it directly.” (P4).

The glyphs from the earlier iteration that were redesigned to be
revealed only on detailed inspection were also deemed helpful by
6 participants, indicating perhaps that the glyph in isolation was
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Participant responses on the NASA TLX scale:

1 4 2 5N1N1. Mental Demand: How mentally demanding was the task?

2 4 2 2 2N2N2. Temporal Demand: How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task?

2 3 1 2 4N3N3. Performance: How successful were you in accomplishing what you were asked to do?

1 1 3 5 2N4N4. Effort: How hard did you have to work to accomplish your level of performance?

3 6 1 1 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
N5N5. Frustration: How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and annoyed were you?

very
low

very
high

Figure 7: Ratings for manually-generated summary in T1 and human-in-the-loop summary in T3. Median ratings are in gray.

helpful but several together were distracting. Since ConceptEVAwas
implemented for the browser, we also observed participants incor-
porating built-in browser functionalities such as search, translation
(for bilingual/multilingual participants), and grammar checkers.

Participants also expressed their frustration when they “can’t
find anything useful about the word they identified”(P3) or “lose
the full picture of the paper”(P8). Identifying relevant concepts is a
function of the ontology, and a balance between the specificity of
domain ontologies and the breadth of a general ontology such as
DBpedia. On the other hand, issues related to identifying strengths
and weaknesses of the work that may not be explicitly stated in the
paper—echoing participant experiences described in Sec. 8.1—may
be possible to address by additional visualization of document affect
and sentiment [27].

8.3 Influence Factors on User Experience
When conducting tasks T3 and T4, we observed four dominant
factors that appeared to influence participants’ use and preferences
of certain functionalities in ConceptEVA. Please refer to Table 3 in
the supplementary materials for a detailed report of participants’
behavior patterns when performing the user study tasks.
• Academic reading experience and skill influences exploration. Par-
ticipants such as senior PhD students and faculty/researchers
preferred to read the original text of the paper. P5, a graduate
student with 5–10 years of experience reading academic papers,
said they preferred to read the original text of the paper, but
also said that the concept view “is actually really good with the
way my brain is... I just think of words, and then it (the focus-on
function) has the words I want. This kind of maps with my thinking,
which is very amusing.” In contrast, participants with either less
academic experience or from a different domain found direct text
reading difficult. For example, P7 thought the paper reading pro-
cess was“very overwhelming” while P8 reported that they “don’t
have the full picture of the paper in this way”. They preferred
to use the visualizations—the projection view or the Focus-on

too—to get a high-level overview, and then “grab information
based on the concept that I’m giving”(P11). While this is part of
the intention behind designing the visualizations (esp. R3), a
longitudinal study may be needed to explore how ConceptEVA
may be used as a way to scaffold students’ ability to read and
understand academic text. Note that P5, P7, P8, and P11 are all
graduate students, but P5 identifies as a native English speaker
while the others do not. While this may not be the reason for
the difference, it brings up the issue of reading skill, a factor that
was not evaluated in the study.

• Academic writing experience influences summarization. An ex-
tension of the above observation means that participants’ aca-
demic writing experience would influence how they used Con-
ceptEVA to summarize text. P5 found the workflow afforded by
ConceptEVA useful, and that it was “doing most of the work for
me”, such as “constructing sentences I would put in my paper, or
something letting me take what either my problem is or what I’m
thinking about looking at the paper, and like merging these things
together”. They also appreciated “the freedom of allowing more
editing” in the summary editing panel (R4), and used it to directly
edit the summary sentences. P10 reported finding it useful to
“pull out the related sentences categorized by each of the concepts
you selected” (R3). Other experienced participants like P11 re-
ported that ConceptEVA “doesn’t encode (sic) their standard of
generating the summary.” Note that P11 is also the participant
who heavily edited the generated summary (Sec. 8.1).

• Domain familiarity influences use of ConceptEVA. Participants’ re-
flections indicated that their knowledge of the domain covered in
the document would influence how they would use ConceptEVA.
P1 mentioned that “if I’m reading a machine learning paper or
deep learning one that I’m not quite familiar with (the domain)”,
they would prefer to use the concept view to “understand what
kind of concepts they (the paper) have” and would like to see def-
initions of the concept in ConceptEVA. On the other hand, for
documents in their own domain, they said they would “have a
certain expectation of what I need to look at. Then I would still
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prefer to write the summary by myself.” This was also seen in P8’s
approach in the study: they were unfamiliar with the paper they
were asked to read and requested more information support as
they did not have “a general picture of the paper.”

• Mental map of document influences use of visual interface. Eleven
of the 12 participants reported being happy with the visual in-
terface for the summary customization task. While distributing
their time to the three panels in ConceptEVAin different ways,
11 out of the 12 participants embraced the visual interface for the
summary customization task in our study. Participants preferred
different aspects of the interface depending on the way they ap-
proached ideas in the paper. P5, quoted earlier in this section,
stated how the concept view layout mirrored the way they think.
P11, on the other hand, preferred the “paper info” panel to the
concept view “because I can see I know where it (the concept) is
(in the paper).” They even chose to search the concept directly in
the PDF version of the paper after briefly exploring the Focus-on
function in the concept view panel, explaining that “it’s quite
a huge number of information ... it’s a little bit hard to draw the
connection between the information inside the original paper and
the (concept view) exploration panel. That’s why I just ignore the
exploration panel.” Others found the paper info panel disorienting
as it provided a view of the paper that was different from the
PDF layout they had initially read, stating, “I don’t have, like the
mental map of the original pdf. It’s gone” (P5), “Here everything’s
like um very flat. So I don’t know where it is.” (P12), and ‘‘I didn’t
use this. Yeah, this part was well overwhelming” (P7).

8.4 Limitations and Future Work
One of the issues that came up through the iterations is striking the
right balance between the use case scenarios of ConceptEVA, specif-
ically its use to explore a paper as an alternative to reading. Similar
“distant reading” approaches in the social sciences have received
criticism for being suggested as objective alternatives to close read-
ing, a practice considered integral to scholarship [1]. In our studies,
the expert review evaluation for the first iteration of ConceptEVA
did not require participants to read the paper in advance. Thus
they spent more time using the system to understand the paper
content—which was not the main focus of the system—than to
generate and evaluate the summary. The study setup following
iteration 2 ensured that participants were already familiar with the
paper, which allowed them to focus on the summary evaluation
and customization tasks. Participant reflections we saw in Sec. 8.1
and Sec. 8.3 show that participants still used ConceptEVA as a way
to check if they missed any important concepts, especially if they
were unfamiliar with the domain of the paper. Participant P3 sug-
gested using ConceptEVA as a way to skim through papers so that
“if frequent concepts are not what I care, I can just leave this paper and
turn to others.” On the other hand, comments about the disorienting
effect of the paper layout in the paper info panel (see “mental maps”
in Sec. 8.3) indicates that a better application of ConceptEVA would
be toward supporting and summarization and verification, rather
than exploration. Integral to this approach would be to design a
paper information view that preserves the appearance of the PDF
view, thus preserving the reader’s mental map and allowing them
to build upon their close reading of the paper.

The two test papers we chose for the user study were correspond-
ing to the two different conditions—highly interdisciplinary papers
spanning at least five domains and relatively typical CHI papers
describing the algorithm, user study, and visualization design. Be-
cause of the authors’ limited knowledge background, we chose two
CHI papers in which we had a better understanding and control of
the content for our user study. We will eliminate this limitation by
testing ConceptEVA on more diverse papers in the future. Besides,
we are aware of the different summarization complexity for papers
from different domains [23, 48, 60, 61], but consider it more of an
NLP research problem rather than our main focus.

Participants also made suggestions for additional functions and
features. The most popular suggestions fell under the category of
richer view coordination between the panels. Specifically, partici-
pants suggested being able to support concept provenance and fil-
tering within a selected section, or a direct linking between the sum-
mary text and the paper information panel. However, this would
also mean that ConceptEVA becomes more of an exploration tool
providing an alternative to reading the paper rather than a support
to summarize a paper, which is a different scope of work altogether,
and a requirement that needs closer examination in terms of bene-
fits and pitfalls. On the other hand, other suggestions such as the
one by P1 about being able to group concepts into groups relevant
to the summary such as “definition”, “pipeline”, and “preprocess-
ing method”. While the groups listed by P1 might work for a data
science or data visualization domain, other domains might require
entirely different groups than can then be examined to summarize
contributions, offer critique, and present other salient ideas. Al-
lowing the user to create custom groups aided by additional NLP
approaches like sentiment analysis and topic modeling could help
users reflect on and critique the paper, and can be a helpful function
to consider in a future iteration of the work.

Finally, a limitation of our study include technical issues such
as network delays, rendering performance issues, and back-end
computations to update concept embedding, sentence paraphrasing,
or summary generation itself. These, when they occurred, resulted
in latency that influenced participants’ experience and potentially
their responses to questions like the NASA TLX scale. While the
focus of this work is not engineering or optimisation of the sys-
tem, our future iterations will attempt to cut down performance or
networking issues relating to latency.

9 CONCLUSION
We have presented ConceptEVA, an interactive document summa-
rization system aimed at long, and multi-domain documents of the
kind seen in academic publications. We show the iterative develop-
ment and evaluation of ConceptEVA through two iterations. The
first iteration incorporates a hierarchical summarization technique
with an interactive visualization of concepts extracted from the
document using a reference ontology. The second iteration, devel-
oped after evaluating the first iteration through an expert review,
incorporates a multi-task longformer encoder decoder pre-trained
for scientific documents that we fine-tune for paraphrasing and
sentence embedding to handle long documents, and concepts visual-
ized using a force-directed network that preserves semantic as well
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as co-occurrence relationships of document concepts. We also in-
troduce a “focus-on” function that allows users to choose concepts
of interest, examine their relationship with co-occurring concepts,
and choose relevant concepts that will then be incorporated into
a custom summary. An evaluation of ConceptEVA’s second iter-
ation through a within-subjects study using manually-generated
summaries as baseline shows that ConceptEVA was helpful to par-
ticipants for content-specific aspects of summarization, but partici-
pants with less experience struggled with critique-related aspects
of summarization. Participants largely preferred the summary cre-
ated through ConceptEVA’s human-in-the-loop approach over their
own manually-generated summaries. We discuss the implications
of our findings and suggest future development and evaluations of
mixed-initiative summarization systems.
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